Abstract--One of the key constraints of using embedded speech recognition modules is the required computational power. To decrease this requirement, we propose an algorithm that clusters the speech signal before passing it to the recognition units. The algorithm is based on agglomerative clustering and produces a sequence of compressed frames, optimized for recognition. Our experimental results indicate that the proposed method presents a frame rate with average 40 frames per second on medium to large vocabulary isolated word recognition tasks without loss of recognition accuracy which result in up to 60% faster recognition in compare to usual 100 fps fixed frame rate sampling. This value is quite close to the theoretically optimal value of 37.5 frames per second while the best result of former approaches is about 60 frames per second.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reducing the computational requirements of automatic speech recognition systems (ASRs) enables us to produce faster and cheaper ASRs. There are three different categories of solutions to this problem: simplifying each sub-module of ASR (each Hidden Markov Model (HMM) or Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) unit); decreasing the required number of activations of these modules by eliminating redundancies and pruning less promising paths; or decreasing the amount of input data.
There is a wide variety of approaches to the first two solutions, such as different pruning methods to limit the search space inside DTW units, simultaneous grammar and similarity checking to impose more pruning on units, preventing redundancy when some units are used in multiple paths, using heuristic search methods for path pruning, creating a fastmatch list and then searching more precisely within this list, bidirectional search, and as a general approach, accepting suboptimal solutions instead of globally optimal solutions [1] [2] [3] [4] . But despite the multiplicity of successful techniques in the first two categories, the third one is thus far followed by only a few methods with variable frame rate coding, and there are reports that existing variable frame rate (VFR) analysis does not significantly improve the results of traditional fixed framerate analysis [5] .
Decreasing the computational needs of each ASR module and eliminating redundancies (the first two categories) deal with reducing the required computations on speech data, but the third approach is directly focused on decreasing the amount of data. Therefore, even though there are many successful methods in the first two categories, advances in the third one can still impose an effective result on increasing ASR speed and decreasing its costs. This field becomes more promising when we note that typical ASR systems decode speech features at a fixed frame rate of 100 frames per second while it is shown that an average frame rate about 37.5 fps is still theoretically quite sufficient for robust recognition, and only average frame rates below 37 fps result in distortions that can be noticed by human ear [6] . Hence, we can hope that there may be an approach to decrease the input frame rate of ASR systems to a level close to 37.5 fps without loss of recognition accuracy.
The main objective of this paper is to propose a method to decrease the amount of data before passing them to HMM processing unit, so that this data reduction would not affect the recognition accuracy. To do so, we introduce an algorithm for clustering the input data and generating representatives for each cluster of inputs. The inputs to HMM units will be the sequence of representative vectors instead of the original feature frames, resulting in a significant reduction of data size.
In the rest of the paper, we will first briefly review existing approaches for compressing data before speech recognition in section 2, followed by an experimental test of some of the reviewed approaches and an analysis of their possible weaknesses. Our algorithm would be introduced in section 4 and its experimental results will be presented in section 5. Section 6 concludes our findings and presents the potential future works.
II. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS
HMM units in an ASR system find a time warping between the frames of the input data and the states of the stored pattern. If the feature extraction module of the ASR system would be able to guess which input frames will be assigned to similar HMM states, it can combine them beforehand and send a representative frame instead of all the underlying frames. Sending a representative instead of all frames decreases the workload of HMMs during their timewarping and this can reduce computation time at least relative to the compression rate of the data. There are two major view points in the literature to get such required compression: The temporal decomposition approach and variable frame rate methods.
A. The Temporal Decomposition Method
In 1983, Atal proposed the basic idea of temporal decomposition (TD) by stating that a major source of redundancy in speech parameters arises from the correlations between successive time frames [7] . These correlations are caused by a number of factors involved in human speech production. The most obvious of these is the smooth movement of different articulators in the vocal tract. Speech events occur generally at non-uniformly spaced time intervals and articulatory movements of some speech sounds are fairly slow while for others, they are relatively fast, rendering uniform sampling of speech parameters inefficient. Atal emphasizes that the speech sounds are produced in human speech at an average rate of approximating between 10 and 15 sounds per second and therefore it should be sufficient to specify the acoustic parameters at an average rate of 15 frames per second.
Temporal decomposition of speech is based on the assumption that, given some suitable parametric representation of the utterance, coarticulation can be described by simple linear combinations of some underlying target vectors. If we represent the observed parameters by and, the target vectors by and the interpolation function by , the speech parameters can be approximated by Eq. (1).
(1) ∑ The number of target vectors ( ) roughly corresponds to the number of speech (or silence) events in the utterance and the interpolation function is a sparse matrix as the speech parameters at time are usually represented only by the target vectors which are closest to it in time.
The idea of using target vectors for speech recognition is also very tempting as it reduces the data size by a great factor and different researchers used this idea as the basis of small vocabulary ASR systems [8] [9] [10] [11] . In 1991, Bimbot and Atal presented a comparison between TD and conventional approaches for segmentation of speech utterances into phoneme-like segments and stated that TD does not provide results significantly different from conventional methods. In a similar experiment, Montacié reported another set of results for usage of TD for segmentation and classification of phoneme-like segments and have concluded that although TD can provide good segmentation accuracy, the provided target vectors cannot be used for multiple speaker classification without speaker adaptation, and they are only suitable for single speaker tasks [9] . Therefore, despite the very promising idea of TD for fast speech recognition, at least there are still no reports on improving speech recognition speed in a TD based ASR system. Also, it must be noted that TD has enormous computational needs which makes it a less favorable preprocessor when computation speed is important.
B. The Variable Frame Rate Method
The basic idea of variable frame rate (VFR) methods is to get a uniform sampling of speech utterances and down-sample them with different frame rates in different parts of the sequence. Three basic ideas for VFR have been proposed: Equidistant resampling, choosing important frames, and different frame rates based on local features.
The main idea of the first approach is to define a distance metric between two frames and to choose some frames along the trajectory of input frames so that the distances between the selected frames would not exceed a certain threshold. The first and most trivial distance metric is the Euclidean distance between consecutive frames. Hitchcock implemented this idea by converting the sequence of input frames of a word into ten frames, called a pseudo-spectrum [12] . To create the pseudospectrum, they computed the Euclidean distances between each two consecutive frames of the data and chose one tenth of the sum of these values as the threshold. Starting from the first frame, the compression unit sums up the consecutive frame distances and every time the sum exceeds the threshold, the average of the previous frames is sent as one frame of the pseudo-spectrum. Kuhn and his colleagues presented another implementation of this idea by viewing each frame of the Ndimensional feature vectors as a point in an N-dimensional space [13] . Then they take a fixed number of equally distanced samples along the trajectory of these points and use this fixed size input for further comparisons. Zhu and Alwan extended this idea by introducing a more sophisticated distance metric: they used the energy-weighted Euclidean distance between two frames as the distance metric and stated that this metric is more robust to noise than the classical Euclidean distance [14] .
The second idea is to choose more informative frames based on a selection criterion and then either just dismissing the other frames or interpolating a fixed number of frames between every two consecutive selected frames [15, 16] . Different researchers have used different selection criteria, such as the Euclidean distance between the current frame and the last retained frame, the delta-delta of each frame, the value of the spectral variation function of the raw signal, the delta log energy of the raw signal, and the difference in the Euclidean distance between the delta Cepstrum parts of consecutive MFCC (Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient) frames [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
The third idea is to choose the frame rate of each part of the given speech signal based on some local features. Several researchers proposed methods for fast phonological tagging of different parts of the given signal and setting appropriate preset sampling rates to different parts based on their tags [20] [21] [22] . Similar to these methods, entropy of MFCC features was proposed as the criterion for adjusting the sampling rate [23] .
Not all the above methods are used to compress data, and some of them even increase data size as most of the cited approaches are explicitly designed to increase recognition rate or noise robustness and only some of them are introduced to reduce data size and increase computation speed. Table I summarizes the mentioned VFR methods and their reported results on data reduction.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF THE PREVIOUS METHODS
In the previous section we cited several approaches that were introduced to improve the recognition speed, but all the results in the original papers were reported on very small vocabulary test sets. We tested these methods on two test sets, one with 21 words as the control set and one with 1000 words to see the algorithm's capability on larger data sets. The first set is all words of the SA1 and SA2 sentences of the TIMIT 
. We refer to this set as T-21 from here on. The second set is composed of 1000 most pronounced words of the same corpus. All instances of each word in train folders of TIMIT are used for training and all samples in test folders are used for test. The train set has 28268 words and the test set has 11487. This set will be called T-1000. In all tests, each word is modeled with one HMM with five states (and two extra start and end states) and these Gaussian mixtures. The features are the standard 39 MFCC components which are generated after applying a first order pre-emphasis, and a 30ms Hamming window. The frame shifts are always 10ms unless noted otherwise.
From the cited algorithms that were designed to decrease the computation time, the energy weighted Euclidean distance [14] outperforms the classical Euclidian distance and derivative methods, as tested by Macias-Guarasa and colleagues [5] . Therefore, implementation of this algorithm and Spectral Variation Function covers all the previous methods in VFR algorithms for faster recognition, except the two algorithms with fixed output frame count which are out of the elastic recognition scope.
One may suggest that although the other algorithms are not specifically designed for this purpose, they may also be adjusted to decrease the average frame rate to rates below 100 fps. Among them, the selection of frame rates based on phonological tagging algorithm and adjusting the sampling rate of windows based on the Entropy function require setting several parameters which makes them quite hard to adjust for this task. Hence we did not implement them and will just return to them in the discussion after the experimental results. The remaining algorithms, i.e. selection of frames based on delta Cepstrum sub-vector of MFCC features [19] and delta log energy of the signal [15] were tested. Figure 1 presents the test results of these algorithms in compare with the recognition rate of fixed frame rate sampling with 100 frames per second for T-21 dataset and Figure 2 presents the results for T-1000. In each case, the horizontal axis represents the average frame rate and the vertical axis represents the percentage of recognition rate change (RRC) as computed by Eq. (2). 
The 37.5 frames per second average sampling rate is marked in all diagrams as a reference point as it is theoretically believed to be the optimum rate. The test results of T-21 show that all of the algorithms have represented almost no drop in recognition accuracy till average sampling rate of 60-50 fps and it has been around 1 percent recognition drop at the theoretically optimum average frame rate of 37.5 fps. But when we come to a bigger test set with 1000 words, only two of the algorithms can keep their recognition accuracy till average 60 frames per second and they have 4% -6% loss of accuracy for the average 37.5 fps. Therefore, we can say that the formerly presented approaches are quite appropriate for small vocabulary isolated word recognition tasks, but when dataset becomes larger, they lose some of the recognition accuracy for faster recognition.
To see the possible weakness of these methods, we may take a closer look at what they conceptually do to the speech frames: The presented methods are basically from two different categories. The algorithms of the first group adjust the frame rate of each window of data based on some features of that window such as entropy or phonological tags, and the algorithms of the second group define a measure for frame selection along the sequence of all frames. This measure is sometimes based on some local features, such as the delta log energy or delta Cepstrum, and sometimes based on the difference between the current frame and the last retained frame. The proposed distance measures have been Euclidian Norm and weighted Euclidian distance.
The common feature of all these approaches is that they tend to select a subset of frames from the sequence so that these frames would best represent the entire sequence. Loosely speaking, the target of these methods is to find the important points of the sequence so that removing the other ones will least affect the shape of the sequence. But for faster recognition, the objective can be clustering the similar frames, frames that are most likely assigned to one HMM state during recognition, and generating a representative for each cluster so that the total difference between the representative and cluster members would be minimized. In this viewpoint, we do not care whether the main sequence can be regenerated by the sequence of representatives or not and therefore we do not need to create the output sequence by selecting a subsequence of the original data. Using this idea, the resulting algorithm would no more be a variable frame rate sampling as it does not select a subset of the original frames and instead creates a sequence of compressed frames, prepared for recognition.
Moreover, the selection criterion of the previous methods is always the distinctiveness of the frames or the information in a window of frames. This way, we are indirectly assuming that these selected frames are the center points of HMM states and the other frames are not necessary. But instead of basing the algorithm on this assumption, we can directly limit the inter-cluster diversity of outputs and select the decision criterion as an upper limit for the within cluster distance. This is again more compatible with the goal of such algorithm which is putting together the frames that are most likely assigned to similar HMM states. The next section presents the details of an algorithm based on these two ideas.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
To simply implement the ideas presented in the previous section, we used agglomerative clustering [26] with some modifications. As presented in pseudo-code in Figure 3 , the original agglomerative clustering algorithm is an iterative algorithm that begins with putting each item in one cluster, and then in each successive iteration, picks the two most similar clusters, if their distance exceeds a fixed threshold, the algorithm halts; otherwise, it merges the two clusters and repeats the task. We made two changes to the original version to adapt it to our task:
First, due to the sequential nature of speech data frames, two frames can be in one cluster only if all frames between them are in that cluster as well. To reflect this, we added a constraint to the original algorithm which says that only sequentially adjacent clusters can be combined.
Second, as stated in section 3, instead of inter cluster distance metric, we use within class distance (WCD) to decide when to stop merging frames. The WCD of a cluster can be defined as the variance of cluster members multiplied by the number of frames in that cluster, as in Eq. (3).
| |
The next question is the input features for the clustering algorithm. We had two choices: clustering the final MFCC features or clustering in an intermediate level and generating an intermediate sequence that is used to produce the final MFCC features. If clustering would be done on some intermediate level such as on raw signal or filter bank outputs, the data size for the next levels of the feature extraction process is decreased and therefore we need less computational power for the rest of this process. But on the other hand, we lose the smooth frame to frame differences for the next layers as cluster representatives will be used instead of actual frames. Clustering on the final features does not have this negative effect and moreover, as the goal of this algorithm is to group together frames that are most probably assigned to similar HMM units, it is more natural to apply clustering on the data that is directly given to HMM units. Therefore, to preserve the frame to frame changes for recognition we applied the clustering algorithm on the final MFCC features.
We also need to define a stopping threshold for the clustering algorithm. To get a specific compression rate regardless of the data, likewise Zhu and Alwan's algorithm, we define the threshold relative to the average of distances between all consecutive frames of the given data. If enough speech samples are available from the beginning to compute the 'average distance' measure, we can do it before the beginning of compression, but if it is not, we can compute it based on the first samples and gradually update it when the next samples arrive. As the second scenario is more compatible with the practical cases, all of our experimental results are presented with gradual updating method. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Along with the T-1000 data set which was presented in section 3, we used three other datasets for testing the LAC algorithm. The first two data sets are two copies of T-1000
data set with added white and babble noise with 10 db SNR. The noise signals are taken from NoiseX data set [27] . These two sets will be called W-1000 and B-1000 for white and babble noise. The third one is called F-100 and is composed of the 100 of the most frequently pronounced words of FARSDAT corpus [28] . There are 10791 words in this set from 300 Persian speakers and the recording and sampling conditions are quite different from that of TIMIT samples and data has a 34 dB SNR of environmental noise. This set is not originally divided into train and test sets, therefore each test is repeated 4 times, each time taking one quarter of the samples as the test set and the rest as the training set. The presented results for each test are the average of the four quarter tests.
Figures 5-8 represent the recognition rate changes versus different (average) sampling rates for fixed frame rate, LAC algorithm, and the weighted Euclidian distance (WED) method [14] . The WED methods is retested and depicted as it had the best results among the previously mentioned approaches for faster speech recognition.
As you can see in Figure 5 's diagram, on T-1000 dataset, the LAC algorithm had no recognition rate drop till about 40 fps average frame rate while the recognition rate of WED method dropped after average frame rate of 60 fps. Similar results can be seen in Fig 6 for F-100 dataset in which LAC has preserved its recognition rate till average 40 frames per second while WED has dropped after 60 fps. On the next two test sets, W-1000 and B-1000 in Figures 7 and 8 , due to the high noise level of the data and lower discriminative information, both algorithms have shown higher compression rates without accuracy drop: WED has kept the recognition rate till about 50 fps average sampling and LAC has gone far to about 35 fps which is a little over the optimum point. From these results we can deduce that the LAC algorithm's clustering method has been successful in putting together the similar frames and producing an appropriate representative sequence for recognition and it has achieved a near optimum compression rate in clean data and a little more than that on data with noise. Table II show a comparison of the recognition accuracy and speed of 100 fps fixed frame rate sampled data with the best compression (without recognition rate drop) of WED and LAC algorithms on a 2.5 GHz PC for T-1000 test set and 7 state HMMs. As presented there, WED performs the recognition task in 39.58% less time in compare to fixed frame rate and LAC does that in 61.07% less time, both with no noticeable change of recognition rate.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
The recognition speed of an automatic speech recognition systems is usually a very important concern as it is directly proportional to the computational requirements of a real time ASR module, and in turn the price of the required hardware. To increase speed, we proposed local agglomerative clustering (LAC) algorithm as a data compression unit for HMMs. This algorithm was proposed based on two major view point changes in development of such algorithms: First, the algorithm's goal is to present a representative sequence for the original sequence so that the recognition would not be affected and we do not care about preserving the original data. Second, the selection criterion is an inter-cluster distance instead of intra-frame measures.
We tested this module on large vocabulary isolated word recognition tasks with multiple speakers, in presence of different amounts and types of environmental noise. We showed that the former approaches preserve the recognition rate up to average 40 frames per second compression on small vocabulary tasks but on large vocabulary datasets the best result is about 60 frames per second. The LAC algorithm produces a compressed sequence of data with average frame rates of 40 fps and less without accuracy drop which results in almost 60% faster recognition speed. Our tests also showed that when the environment has higher noise levels, LAC can present higher compression ratios.
Therefore, we can conclude that LAC algorithm can present similar recognition accuracy to the traditional 100 fps fixed frame rate sampling with almost 60% faster recognition speed for isolated word multiple speaker recognition tasks. As an important future step to this approach, we are developing a mechanism to set the clustering threshold based on a dynamic feedback of the recognition accuracy. If this mechanism would be successful, then the algorithm will no longer require manual parameter adjustment. Also, we have not tested this algorithm for continuous recognition tasks and we may need to adjust the LAC algorithm to deal with the coarticulations and very short segments.
